The incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (ISPH) method is derived in Eulerian form with high-order smoothing kernels to provide increased accuracy for a range of steady and transient internal flows. Periodic transient flows, in particular, demonstrate high-order convergence and accuracies approaching, for example, spectral mesh-based methods. The improved accuracies are achieved through new high-order Gaussian kernels applied over regular particle distributions with time stepping formally up to 2nd order for transient flows. The Eulerian approach can be easily extended to model free surface flows by merging from Eulerian to Lagrangian regions in an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) fashion, and a demonstration with periodic wave propagation is presented. In the long term, it is envisaged that the method will greatly increase the accuracy and efficiency of SPH methods, while retaining the flexibility of SPH in modelling free surface and multiphase flows.
Introduction
The numerical method Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) originated in astrophysics [42] and has since been the subject of considerable research activity largely because of its potential for simulating highly transient free-surface flows. It is traditionally a Lagrangian particle method, and the benefits of a fully Lagrangian approach for fluid flows have been so attractive that consideration of an Eulerian SPH (ESPH) counterpart has gone largely unaddressed. There is only one study involving ESPH known to the authors [48] , where fixed particles (with standard 2nd order kernels) are used in an immersed boundary formulation for SPH. This paper presents a more comprehensive investigation into Eulerian SPH (ESPH) for the incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid, with focus on the amenability of the method to high-order spatial solutions and the possibilities for coupled free-surface flow modelling. ESPH remains meshless in the sense that there are no strict requirements on node (particle) connectivity or ordering. Therefore, the method remains closely related to other meshless methods (e.g. Partition of Unity [43] , Moving Least Squares [35] , Element-Free Galerkin methods [7] ), with the essential differences appearing through the choice of kernel or shape function, and the method of solution (collocation or Galerkin-type) [6] . Specifically, Eulerian SPH and Lagrangian SPH solve for a strong solution of the governing equations using collocation through particle positions. In contrast, Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) methods [7] and similar methods (e.g. meshless Petrov-Galerkin [2] ) solve the associated weak form. Quadrature for the weak form may be done over background integration cells [21] or nodal integration [5] (like SPH), and enforcement of essential boundary conditions may be achieved through the use of Lagrange multipliers in the weak formulation (e.g. [34] ), or through a natural coupling with finite elements [33] . When solving the linear system associated with Poisson's equation, a common feature of incompressible solvers, the test functions in a Galerkin approach yield a symmetric system amenable to efficient methods of solution, something not generally applicable in (incompressible) SPH methods. To date, EFG methods have been applied in a number of areas, notably fracture mechanics and crack propagation (e.g. [9, 8] ), where continuity and differentiability in the solution may be limited and meshless weak solutions are favourable. If greater regularity is imposed on particle distribution in ESPH and particles are fixed to a regularised grid, then equivalences can also be drawn to finite difference or highly accurate spectral methods where one uses collocation with Lagrange interpolants [44] . Indeed, the motivation for investigating ESPH and fixed particles is the possibility for solutions at higher orders of (spatial) accuracy (above second order). Some of the results presented herein will demonstrate levels of accuracy in the solutions that rival high-order compact/WENO finite-difference implementations [49, 67] and approach spectral methods [22] (on periodic domains). Issues around accuracy and convergence continue to befall standard SPH, which is often stated as being second order [46] . While this is true for standard symmetric normalised kernels obeying conditions on positivity with uniform particle spacing, advecting particles with the flow then introduces additional discretisation error that readily disrupts ideal second order accuracy [51] . To increase accuracy in Lagrangian SPH, a number of techniques have been employed. Normalisation approaches (e.g. [58, 52, 15] ) and kernel gradient corrections (e.g. [11] ) are able to improve accuracy for irregular spacing by enforcing zeroth-order (constant) and first-order (linear) consistency. Corrections of higher order accuracy can be derived that are also consistent [40] , but these involve solving a set of equations for each particle and are likely to be costly at higher orders and in 3D, although very recent work has investigated explicit versions of such corrections [36] . Moving least squares approaches for hydrodynamics, originally due to Dilts [20] , minimise a least squares functional to reconstruct (potentially high-order) polynomials based on surrounding particle values. The approach is once again implicit (and likely to be costly at higher orders and dimensions), but notable improvements in accuracy have been demonstrated with this approach in weakly compressible SPH when combined with a WENO scheme and an appropriate Riemann solver [3] . Particle regularisation procedures, such as shifting at each time step [66, 38] and particle re-meshing [14, 17] help by improving particle distribution and thereby reduce error due to non-uniformity, but perfect convergence is not recovered (when it has been considered). For example, studies often show observed convergence rates in the primitive variables lying between 1.5 and (less than) 2 [38] . A review of particle methods with some focus on re-meshing (and over multiple length scales) is given in [31] . Very recent work by Litvinov et al. [39] undertakes an iterative particle regularisation procedure (akin to shifting) that is able to recover particle distributions that show the ideal convergence in the discretisation error. However, such an approach is likely to be costly for transient simulations as iterative regularisation will need to be undertaken at each time step. As an alternative to the aforementioned techniques, this paper will demonstrate that Eulerian SPH with high-order kernels can offer straightforward improvements in convergence and accuracy quite efficiently for internal flows. Importantly, use of ESPH does not mean the attractive features of Lagrangian SPH are lost. It shall also be shown that the fully Lagrangian form can be coupled in a straightforward way where necessary (e.g. near free surfaces).
This paper presents a range of test cases which focus on transient and steady internal flows with and without solid boundaries. These include Taylor-Green vortices, Taylor-Couette flow, the lid-driven cavity, and confined channel flow around a cylinder. New high-order Gaussian kernels are derived and used to explore the amenability of ESPH to highorder solutions for the above cases. The versatility and potential of the method is then demonstrated through a free-surface flow test case (periodic wave propagation) where the Eulerian flow region merges to the standard Lagrangian treatment near the free surface, in a natural and straightforward manner. This is the first presentation of what can be termed an Arbitrary-Eulerian-Lagrangian (ALE) ISPH method. The manuscript is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the SPH method, error characteristics, and presents the new higher-order smoothing kernels used. Section 3 discusses the gradient and Laplacian operators, while Section 4 presents the governing equations and the second order temporal discretisation used to solve them (in the internal transient flow case). Section 5 presents numerical results for the chosen test cases including discussions around convergence, accuracy and CPU time. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
SPH interpolation and high-order kernels
In SPH, a variable A at a point r i is approximated by a convolution product of the variable A with a smoothing kernel function ω h (| r i − r |), with a smoothing length h, and is written as
where is the supporting domain. In a discretised format, the interpolation can be written as
where V j is the particle volume, and r ij the distance between particle i and j. Hereafter ω h (r ij ) will be simply written as ω ij or ω in the discrete and continuous cases, respectively. In addition to the requirement that ω tends to the Dirac delta function as h → 0, standard SPH usually advocates the following two conditions on the smoothing kernel [41]:
1. Normalisation:
To introduce higher order approximations to (1), consider a Taylor series expansion about some point of interest r i = (x i , y i ). Letting r parameterise the line segment connecting (x i , y i ) with neighbouring points, we have
where A i = e r · ∇ A i denotes the directional derivative along r at point i, with e r the unit direction vector. Substituting (5) into (1) and non-dimensionalising kernel length scales with respect to the characteristic smoothing length, h, yields
where s = r/h. If condition 1 is obeyed and the kernel is normalised then the first term in expansion (6) is identically A i . If the kernel is symmetric then all terms where ω is multiplied by an odd power of s are zero as the integrand is an odd function with an integral of zero over a radially symmetric domain. Consequently the error associated with smoothing/interpolation is O (h 2 ). Removal of condition 2 (positivity) allows one to attain arbitrary (but even) orders of accuracy in smoothing error by constructing extended kernels that satisfy the higher order terms (or moments) in the Taylor expansion. As indicated by [46] , removal of the 3rd term on the RHS of (6) can be achieved with a kernel of the form:
where the subscript 4 denotes a kernel with a smoothing error that is now O (h 4 ). Indeed, the argument can be generalised such that all even moments up to 2n vanish with a kernel of the form:
for n = 1, 2, . . . . The constants A m can be determined through (6) and normalisation. Whilst the smoothing error with (8) may be O (h 2n ), there is a discretisation (or quadrature) error associated with the approximation in Equation (2). This approximation is essentially the "midpoint rule" for integration, which is effectively indistinct from the trapezoid rule when taken over a radius of infinite support with an appropriately decaying kernel. Studies as early as Poisson in the 1820s noted the extraordinarily rapid rate of convergence of the trapezoid rule with certain functions (Poisson observed geometric convergence with elliptic integrals) [61] . The Gaussian is one such analytic function with suitably rapid and smooth decay at infinity to demonstrate exponential convergence with the trapezoid rule [61] . This property was acknowledged early on in SPH [45] and no doubt motivated the original preference for Gaussian kernels in early studies: the so-called "first Golden rule of SPH" [46] . In other words, application of the Gaussian kernel (on a regular particle distribution) results in a discretisation error that is small compared to the smoothing error. For kernels with compact support and different decay properties, Quinlan et al. [51] showed that the discretisation error depends critically on the ratio of particle spacing to smoothing length and on the boundary smoothness, β , of the kernel (β being the largest integer such that the β th derivative and all lower derivatives are zero at the edge of the kernel support). The Gaussian is infinitely smooth, while popular kernels such as the cubic and quintic spline have β = 2 and β = 4, respectively. Compact kernels can then recover the ideal smoothing error, provided that the boundary smoothness is sufficient and h is adjusted appropriately with particle spacing. Practically then, provided the particles remain uniform and the first order error due to non-uniformity is removed [51] , ideal convergence can be achieved at higher-order. With the aforementioned discussion in mind, the Gaussian is chosen as our "base kernel" from which we construct higherorder counterparts to use in simulations. Removal of the 2nd moment from (6) results in the 4th order Gaussian (G4) in 2D:
Similarly, removal of the 4th moment gives a two-dimensional 6th order Gaussian kernel (G6):
6h 4 exp(−r 2 /h 2 ). (10) One could continue to construct higher-orders should one wish, but it will be demonstrated that the G6 is quite sufficient for attaining high accuracies at moderate particle spacing.
SPH gradient and Laplacian operators

The gradient
SPH approximates a set of governing partial differential equations through substitution of appropriate gradient (and, if required, Laplacian) operators. Two popular gradient approximations in SPH are:
In standard SPH, the negatively signed version maintains zeroth order consistency as the gradient of any constant function A is zero. Meanwhile, the positive version is symmetric in the particle index and thereby conserves particle-particle momentum. Consequently, the positive version of (11) is favoured by those who wish to conserve properties associated with the discrete particle system over the immediate gains in accuracy at the continuum level that arise from the negative version. As ESPH treats particles as fixed interpolation points the choice of sign in (11) becomes largely irrelevant, and both versions have similar errors for uniform particle spacing [23] . To align with our previous work, we take the negative version of (11) . For a kernel of order O (h 2n ), the dominant error term (and so convergence properties) of the gradient approximation can be determined through a Taylor expansion and integration by parts to give:
Importantly, the theoretical convergence rate remains O (h 2n ), and this will be demonstrated in due course with numerical experiments.
The Laplacian
The Morris Laplacian [47] which combines a finite-difference approximation with the first derivative of the kernel has been popular due to its stability and accuracy for a range of Newtonian flow problems (e.g. [38] ). It is claimed by Basa et al. [4] to be one of the best Laplacian approximations available in SPH with Poiseuille flow Lagrangian particle tests reporting errors in velocity consistently less than 1%. Some alternative SPH approximations, such as those due to Flebbe et al. [26] or Violeau and Issa [64] , yield errors between 1% and 5%, even if kernel corrections are employed [4] . In the context of particle methods generally, Degond and Mas-Gallic [19] provide important statements on convergence and stability with error bounds for integral approximations to the Laplacian in convection-diffusion problems. Their analysis holds for more general kernels, but imposition of a spherically symmetric kernel function effectively yields the approximation due to Morris et al. [47] . The generality of the treatment in [19] has been particularly attractive in the development of vortex particle methods (e.g. [65, 25] ), where special cases of the Laplacian integral approximation [19] have been applied to a range of viscous flow problems (e.g. flows around impulsively started plates [32] and rotating cylinders [59] ). The above discussion supports the adoption of the Morris formulation in this work; the formulation is a special case of the proven convergent integral Laplacian approximation in [19] and has been shown to be accurate in an SPH context. Accordingly, the Morris Laplacian reads
where e ij is the unit direction vector between points i and j. In a similar argument to that used for the gradient, it can be shown that the lead smoothing error for the Morris Laplacian, E ∇ 2 , is of equal order to that of the SPH interpolation and gradient. The Morris Laplacian is, therefore, suitable for high-order calculations. In particular, for a kernel of order 2n:
Despite remaining O (h 2n ), compared with (12) , the Laplacian error depends on higher derivatives of function A. It is a natural requirement that, in the extension to higher orders, a greater degree of continuity is assumed in the solution, which may be disrupted at boundaries of the computational domain, at the boundaries of compactly supported kernels, or the truncated Gaussian domain. We expect, therefore, the Laplacian to be more prone to error, in general, than the first derivative. 
Numerical experiments demonstrating convergence in ∇ and ∇ 2
The aforementioned error estimates will now be demonstrated numerically. Consider a periodic domain [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.5, 0.5] containing a fixed uniform array of particles of spacing dx. For a function, f , over this domain given by
the L 1 error in the gradient and the Laplacian of f will be studied. Note, we will take the horizontal component of the gradient to calculate the error, but the vertical component error magnitude and behaviour is identical. Fig. 1 shows convergence in the error of e x · ∇ f for the 2nd order (G2), 4th order (G4) and 6th order (G6) Gaussian-based kernels. All three kernels demonstrate near optimum convergence. Note that, as we are using Gaussian-based kernels (with associated exponential convergence in the discretisation error), the ratio of h to dx was fixed at h = 2dx. Furthermore, to ensure that any error due to the truncation of the infinite Gaussian support domain is negligible, we select a large effective support radius of 6h. For example, at the support boundary G2 has a value below machine precision. This is a large support domain that, of course, increases the number of neighbouring particles in the computation. For simulations using Lagrangian SPH this would be very expensive as neighbour searches and kernel calculations have to be undertaken anew every time step. This is not the case with ESPH. As particles are fixed, particle linking and kernel gradient calculations need only be executed once at the start of the simulation. Therefore, despite a large support radius, the ESPH computation can be as fast as its standard Lagrangian counterpart per time step (for dx = 0.025, tests showed CPU time per time step to be approximately 0.123 s and 0.139 s for Eulerian SPH (with the Gaussian kernel) and Lagrangian SPH (with a cubic spline kernel of support 3h), respectively). Fig. 2 shows the error convergence in ∇ 2 f for G2, G4, G6. Once again, near perfect smoothing error is recovered in all three cases. Only in the case of G6 does the computation deviate slightly from the theoretical order, and only when error reaches below 10 −9 . A similar, but smaller, deviation could be seen in Fig. 1 . Evidently, quadrature errors due to kernel truncation and discretisation of the smoothing integral begin to materialise at this degree of accuracy. However, for practical computation, this slight deviation from optimum is little cause for concern.
The Navier-Stokes equations and temporal discretisation for transient flows
Consider the non-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in Eulerian form:
Of course, as the computation points are now fixed in space, the advection term is made explicit and calculated at each particle using standard SPH techniques (Eqn. (11) ). The Reynolds number Re is defined in the usual way,
where ρ and μ are the fluid density and viscosity, respectively. U m and D are the characteristic flow velocity and length scale, where U m is usually the maximum velocity based on initial conditions. The most popular means of integrating (16) in time is through the splitting of the primitive variables using a projection method. First introduced by Chorin [16] , the projection method was included in SPH by [18] and further developed by the authors [66, 38] and others [37] for a range of flow problems. A key advantage of using a projection-based incompressible SPH method over weakly-compressible SPH is that the resulting pressure field is smooth and non-oscillatory, provided the particle distribution is reasonably regular [38] . ESPH, therefore, has the capacity to attain highly accurate pressure fields for truly incompressible flows. The projection method first introduced by [16] and used subsequently in SPH computations is formally first order accurate for velocity, and O ( √ t) for the pressure [30] . Therefore, for transient flows, to make the most of the increased accuracy through higher order kernels, a variant of the higher order projection method of Timmermans et al. [60] is applied. Guermond and Shen [28] showed that velocity is O ( t 2 ) while pressure is formally O ( t 3/2 ) with this scheme, but can reach O ( t 2 ) in smooth domains (this will be demonstrated in Section 5). Slightly higher-order methods do exist (e.g. Heinrichs [29] proposes a 3rd order method) but issues exist over long-term stability [30] . According to [60] , the first projection step utilises second order backwards differentiation to discretise the time derivative in (16) to give
Estimations of the advection term contained in f at time step n + 1 can be found through a second order extrapolation, e.g.
The divergence correction of u * is undertaken in the second step:
where ∇ · u n+1 = 0 and δ p n+1 = p n+1 − p n . Note that combining (18) with (20) yields an appropriate temporal discretisation of (16) .
Re ∇ · u * , the following Poisson equation can be solved for q n+1 ,
with a consistent Neumann condition ∂q ∂n = 0 on the boundary of the flow domain. Upon solution of (21) , the pressure at time n + 1 can be found from p n+1 = q n+1 + p n − 1 Re ∇ · u * . The above pressure correction scheme has the advantage that for no-penetration boundaries, boundary conditions for the pressure are imposed correctly (i.e. they are consistent with the momentum equation (16)). Indeed, the inability to enforce appropriate boundary conditions for the pressure essentially limited the temporal accuracy of previous methods to first order [30] . As presented, the intermediate velocity u * in (18) is treated implicitly given its presence in the diffusion term. To avoid the expense of solving an additional linear system and to be consistent with our previous work, we opt for an explicit velocity implementation of (18) where ∇ 2 u * is approximated through extrapolation (19) to reside at time-step n + 1. By adopting an explicit projection scheme (for velocity), there are appropriate stability restrictions on the time step. In particular, the following dimensionless inertial and viscous constraints apply [50] :
and
In the finite difference study of [24] , the values of constants C I and C μ are taken to be 2 and 1/6, respectively. Here we adopt conservative estimates and choose C I = 1 and C μ = 0.1 for most cases. Note that Eqn. (22) is not the standard CFL condition, but the slightly stricter criterion derived from discretisations of the Navier-Stokes which include the hyperbolic advection term without special treatment [54] . At the start of each simulation, the smaller of the two time step constraints is taken. In summary, utilising the discrete SPH operators of Section 3, the fully discrete system of governing equations reads:
• The 2nd (velocity correction) step
Equation (25) produces a linear equation system for q n+1 that is solved iteratively using a stabilised biconjugate gradient method [63] , as in [38, 66] . Of course, iterative methods find approximate solutions to linear systems where the accuracy is controlled by some preset tolerance. Here the tolerance setting used depends on the test case, but its effect on error and convergence will be discussed in due course.
Numerical results
Taylor-Green vortices
Consider the 2D Taylor-Green flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in a periodic domain with dimensions [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.5, 0.5]. The analytical expressions for primitive variables p, u, and v are p = e 2bt (cos(4π x) + cos(4π y)),
Re . The flow consists of counter-rotating vortices decaying temporally due to viscosity; Fig. 3 shows a typical pressure contour plot with streamlines over a fixed Cartesian particle distribution. All results in this subsection use a support radius of 6h with h = 2dx.
Accuracy test for one time step
To initially test the accuracy of the aforementioned combination of gradient and Laplace operators (without the influence of the iterative solver), the numerical horizontal velocity is calculated at time-step n = 1 using a simple Euler approximation to the momentum equations (16) and analytical expressions for p, u, v at n = 0. The time is chosen to be very small so as to minimise any truncation error from time integration. Fig. 4 plots the L 1 error convergence in the velocity for each of the studied kernels. Both G2 and G4 demonstrate optimum convergence while G6 begins to converge optimally before being limited by machine precision. This demonstrates the potential gains in accuracy with high-order kernels and controlled particle distributions. Evidently, the more practical simulations that follow will be limited by time integration errors and the tolerance of the iterative solver. Note that to resolve non-uniqueness in the solution of (25) (an elliptic equation with purely homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions), a Dirichlet condition is prescribed to a single corner particle using the analytical solution above. 
Full numerical solution
Consider a low viscosity case, Re = 1000, where the temporal viscous decay in the solution is quite slow. The L 1 error in the numerical solution is measured at two sample times: t = 0.1 and 10. Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the L 1 error in horizontal velocity, u, with particle spacing for the different Gaussian kernels (measured at t = 0.1). Note that we omit results for the vertical velocity, v, due to their similarity with those of u. Both G2 and G4 demonstrate optimum convergence, with accuracy as high as 3.3 × 10 −10 for dx = 0.003125 (G4). The 6th order kernel begins to converge well but plateaus at around 10 −11 . Almost identical behaviour is observed in the L 1 error in the pressure (see Fig. 6 ). The observed limit at 6th order is due to time integration error (in the case of velocity) and error introduced by the iterative solver (in the case of pressure). For example, halving the time step results in a reduction in velocity error consistent with the second order time integration scheme (see Table 1 ). However, the error in the pressure remains limited by the iterative solver. Only when the tolerance of the solver is reduced from 1 × 10 −11 to 1 × 10 −12 does the pressure error reduce accordingly. While improvements to the pressure error can be achieved through decreases in tolerance, for the purpose of practical computation such small tolerances can be quite expensive. For the cases studied, while a tolerance of 1 × 10 −11 can take less than 100 iterations, 1 × 10 −12 can require between 500-1000. Application and preference will determine whether one wishes to recover 6th order convergence (and accuracies beyond O (10 −8 ) here) in the pressure, given the increased computational expense. For further reductions in time step, Table 2 demonstrates the continued second order convergence in velocity. While the pressure demonstrates similar second order convergence in the early stages (as predicted), it is once again limited by the solver tolerance at smaller time steps ( Table 2 ). The velocity data from Table 2 is plotted in Fig. 7 , which shows how reductions in The straight lines denote the theoretical ideal convergence. The measurement is taken at time t = 0.1. time step begin to recover the ideal 6th order spatial convergence. Recovery of ideal 6th order convergence is possible with appropriate reductions in tolerance and time step for this case, but, in practical simulations, given the exceptional accuracies already provided (O (10 −12 )), there is arguably little to gain given the additional computational expense.
Considering the longer-term behaviour of the method, at t = 10 the convergence properties and accuracy remain very good. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show L 1 error in velocity and pressure for a selection of particle spacings and the different kernels. Table 3 shows results from G2 with ideal 2nd order convergence being demonstrated in both u and p. Table 4 shows errors for the 4th order Gaussian G4: ideal 4th order convergence is seen in the velocity, while error order for the pressure is near ideal initially before decreasing slightly as the error limits due to time stepping and solver tolerance are approached. L 1 error in horizontal velocity and pressure at t = 10 for different particle spacings with associated orders of convergence. Results are obtained with 4th order Gaussian, G4. 
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For G6 (Table 5) , the accuracy of the spatial approximation is such that the lower bound on error due to time integration error and tolerance is reached quickly. Convergence in velocity is near ideal initially before decreasing to around 4 between dx = 0.0125 and dx = 6.25 × 10 −3 . The error in the pressure reaches its limit almost instantly, with errors restricted to O (10 −6 ). Even at t = 10, in the presence of accrued time integration/solver errors, the G6 kernel provides results that are between 100 and 1000 times more accurate than the standard 2nd order Gaussian for a given particle spacing.
As expected, similar convergence behaviour and gains in accuracy are observed with varying Reynolds number. For example, Table 6 shows the L 1 error in velocity and pressure for the three Gaussian kernels (G2, G4, G6) at Re = 10, dx = 0.00625, and t = 0.1. Note that for G6, the pressure error is similarly limited by solver tolerance. For low Reynolds number (Re 1) simulations, Equation (23) provides quite an increasingly severe restriction on time step size and, as such, these very viscous flows have not been studied. An implicit treatment of (24) would alleviate this issue, but, in any case, our primary interest is in flows of moderate to high Reynolds number where an explicit scheme remains practical. Table 7 compares ESPH (with a 6th order kernel) with high-order finite difference based implementations [67, 49] for the Taylor-Green problem. Here the Reynolds number is Re = 100 and the L ∞ norm is used as the measure for the absolute Table 6 L 1 error in velocity and pressure for Re = 10 at t = 0.1 using kernels of different order. The particle spacing is dx = 0.00625. [22] reports accuracies of 1 × 10 −4 at t = 1 for polynomials of order N = 16. Some caution should be exercised in the interpretation of these comparisons as strict quantitative comparison is, of course, not possible. For example, not all the aforementioned schemes are formally of the same order of accuracy, and it is unknown if the tolerances used in the solutions of the associated linear systems (e.g. multi-grid [67] and BiCGStab [49] ) are as stringent as used here. Nevertheless, the comparisons indicate, in as quantitative a manner as possible, that ESPH has the potential to compete with other highly-accurate numerical methods, while retaining the key meshless features of interpolative particle methods.
Steady Taylor-Couette flow
While an important test of spatial and temporal accuracy, the Taylor-Green vortex case is somewhat idealised in having only periodic boundaries. To demonstrate the applicability of ESPH, subsequent test cases will include basic rigid boundaries and other standard SPH numerical settings to assess ESPH in a more practical context. In particular, a moderate solver tolerance of 1 × 10 −5 is now used within a first order projection scheme [38] that provides the iteration mechanism from initially unphysical flows to the physical steady state. Unless otherwise stated, the kernel support length is also reduced to the recommended 3h in the literature [46] , with h = 2dx. The first such case to be investigated is steady Taylor-Couette flow which consists of viscous fluid confined between two concentric infinitely long cylinders, with the inner cylinder rotating with angular velocity 1 rad s −1 (see Fig. 8 ). SPH particles are now small segments of an annulus and are distributed in a radial pattern with volumes V j = r j dθ j dx chosen to recover exact partition of unity over the domain. Note r j dθ j ≈ dx is the arclength associated with a particle volume centred at radius r j . A simple analytical solution exists for the steady state azimuthal velocity given by,
where ω is the angular velocity of the inner cylinder (radius R 1 = 1); the outer cylinder has a radius R 2 = 2. Notably, this case allows assessment of ESPH over non-Cartesian particle distributions, as well as in the presence of rigid boundaries.
One of the simplest SPH particle boundary conditions is implemented, so called dummy particles. Here a layer of particles are placed external to the domain to complete kernel support while being assigned the boundary velocity. Dummy particle densities are taken to match the fluid density which is constant everywhere. The imposition of accurate boundary conditions in SPH is an open problem, and a dedicated Grand Challenge posed by the SPH European Interest Community (SPHERIC). Nevertheless, considerable gains in accuracy using ESPH and high-order kernels shall be demonstrated even for these basic boundary conditions. The use of simple SPH boundary conditions here is important in demonstrating that ESPH remains straightforward to implement for practical problems while also providing gains in accuracy. Table 8 presents L 1 errors in the fluid velocity magnitude at steady state. The flow is assumed to have reached a steady state (from stationary initial conditions) when both horizontal and vertical velocity components satisfy the following condition:
where w max is the maximum difference in the velocity component between iterations over a maximum component value of w max . The tolerance is chosen to be 1 ×10 −4 for this test case. Accordingly, from Eqn. (31) , maximum relative changes in velocity components then have to be less than 10 −6 for a steady state to be assumed, given the time step size used (at most t = 10 −2 here, chosen to satisfy the time step stability criteria, Eqns. (22) and (23)). Table 8 shows that the imposition of approximate (but practical, easily implementable) boundary conditions has destroyed the ideal convergence observed in the Taylor-Green test case; convergence is now close to linear in all cases. The errors obtained are several orders of magnitude larger than the largest relative change in velocity between iterations at the (approximate) steady state, indicating that error is dominated by the influence of boundary conditions rather than iteration to a steady state. Nevertheless, high order kernels are still able to provide up to order of magnitude decreases in the error with fractional increases in computational cost (at a fixed particle resolution). With regard to increases in computational efficiency, Table 9 shows the CPU times required for an L 1 error of approximately 2.23 × 10 −2 to be achieved for each of the studied kernels. The simulations were run in serial on a 2.1 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 64 GB of RAM. The second order (G2) kernel requires a particle resolution of dx = 0.025 to attain errors of 2.23 × 10 −2 and does so in 4 h 5 min. The sixth order kernel can attain this accuracy using a resolution of dx = 0.1 in 2 min.
For this case, G6 can thus provide accuracies equivalent to second order kernels but in less than 1% of the CPU time. This is a clear demonstration that if one is satisfied with the current level of accuracy when using second order kernels, higher orders can offer exceptional improvements in efficiency by allowing lower particle resolutions. In all tested simulations, the set-up and solution of the PPE linear system took between 80-90% of the CPU time, regardless of particle discretisation or kernel used. Calculations pertaining to the remaining gradient and Laplacian terms in the governing equations (e.g. the ad- vection, viscous diffusion, and pressure gradient terms) took 2-3% of the CPU time each. Any remaining time was associated with allocation and deallocation of minor arrays, geometry input, initialisation, and results output.
To demonstrate that high order convergence remains achievable for this flow and non-Cartesian geometry, the analytical solution is now imposed everywhere initially to remove errors due to boundary conditions and iteration to steady state. Table 10 shows the L 1 error in the calculated velocity magnitude for the different kernels (with 6h support) and particle resolutions after one iteration from steady state. Ideal spatial convergence is recovered throughout.
Lid-driven cavity
The lid-driven cavity remains a popular validation case for incompressible flows. The square [0, 1] × [0, 1] domain is shown in Fig. 9 , with the top boundary moving horizontally at speed U and driving the internal flow to a steady state at low to moderate Reynolds numbers (Re = 100 and 400 are considered here). Once again, no-slip boundary conditions are imposed through dummy particles, and all particles are distributed in a Cartesian manner. The steady state criterion (Eqn. (31)) is unchanged. To remove the strong singularities at the top corners of the domain, a regularised (continuous) top boundary velocity is used where U = −(1 − (2x − 1) 14 ) 2 . This regularisation technique is preferred over others (e.g. subtracting singularities [12] or utilising "leak" boundary conditions [55] ) due to the ease of implementation and successful use in the literature [56] . Results are presented for comparatively low particle resolutions to highlight the gains available using high-order kernels. Figs. 10 and 11 show the horizontal and vertical velocity, respectively, along the centrelines of the cavity for Re = 100. The ESPH resolution is 17 × 17 particles and the predictions for the three Gaussian kernels are compared against the benchmark solutions of [27] . Both fourth and sixth order kernels agree well with the results of [27] and offer improvements in accuracy over G2. Note that good agreement using G4 or G6 is obtained at a resolution far lower than that used by [27] who utilise a 129 × 129 grid with an implicit multigrid method. Fig. 12 shows the horizontal velocity along the vertical centreline for Re = 400. The particle resolution is necessarily increased here to achieve a converged solution as boundary layer gradients steepen with decreasing viscosity. This requirement is also found in hp finite element methods, where h (or mesh) refinement is preferred over increasing p (interpolating polynomial) order in regions with steep gradients [30] . A resolution of 65 × 65 particles is used now, which is still low compared to typical lid-driven cavity simulations and the benchmark solutions [27] . The improvement with higher order kernels is less obvious here (as h (particle) refinement has been undertaken), but the gains in accuracy are still considerable, as a close-up of Fig. 12 shows (see Fig. 13 ). Evidently, both fourth and sixth order kernel solutions lie almost perfectly over the benchmark results, with notable discrepancies present in the second order solution.
Steady confined channel flow around a cylinder
Flow around a cylinder is a fundamental test case in fluid mechanics and a good test for viscous flow predictions given the wealth of data available in the literature. The flow around a confined cylinder is considered here, with a cylinder of radius R = 1 embedded centrally in a horizontal channel of height 4 units (giving a blockage ratio β = 2). A schematic of the problem domain is shown in Fig. 14. At the inlet boundary a Poiseuille flow velocity profile (U = − 1 4 (y − 2)( y + 2)) is Fig. 10 . Horizontal velocity along the vertical centreline of the lid-driven cavity calculated at Re = 100 with ESPH for G2, G4, and G6. Squares denote the benchmark multigrid results of [27] . Fig. 11 . Vertical velocity along the horizontal centreline of the lid-driven cavity calculated at Re = 100 with ESPH for G2, G4, and G6. Squares denote the benchmark multigrid results of [27] .
imposed with zero pressure at the outlet. Results are considered for two different SPH boundary conditions on the cylinder and upper and lower walls: the standard dummy particle boundary condition (described in Section 5.2), and the Adami et al. [1] boundary condition. This condition is an extension of the dummy particle method, and improves accuracy while retaining the flexibility of dummy boundary particles. The key difference is that all boundary particles are assigned an opposing fluid velocity using a Shepard interpolation [58] ,
rather than being given the actual boundary velocity (zero in this case). Here u b i is the velocity of boundary particle i, and the summation is over internal fluid particles, j, only. As in Adami et al. [1] , the kernel, W ij , used in Eqn. (32) is second order in smoothing length. By including interpolated boundary velocities from Eqn. (32) in the calculation of the viscous term in Eqn. (16) , the no-slip condition can be better approximated. For this test case, the steady flow regime is considered (which occurs when Re 120 for β = 2 [57] ), allowing a smaller computational domain and reduced computation time than for unsteady vortex shedding. Numerical experiments by the authors suggest that an upstream and downstream length of 10R (giving a total domain length of 20R) is sufficient for obtaining drag coefficients with near streamwise domain independence. Once again, fairly coarse particle resolutions are considered to demonstrate the gains in accuracy available with high-order kernels. An example illustration of the flow at Re = 15 is given in Fig. 15 which shows a typical steady Horizontal velocity along the vertical centreline of the lid-driven cavity calculated at Re = 400 with ESPH for G2, G4, and G6. Squares denote the benchmark multigrid results of [27] . Fig. 13 . A close-up of Fig. 12 highlighting the discrepancy present when using second order kernel, G2.
state solution at dx = 0.05 with longitudinal velocity contours (obtained using the Adami et al. [1] boundary condition). Table 11 shows drag coefficient values calculated at Re = 15 for different kernels and particle resolutions, for the two different boundary conditions. The drag coefficient, C d , is defined as
where U m is the maximum velocity at the inlet and
with integration over the surface of the cylinder with normal n. The error measurements in Table 11 (in parentheses) are calculated using drag coefficient results from the highly resolved simulations of Bharti et al. [10] , who use the commercial software package Fluent. Note that the Reynolds number and viscous drag coefficient are defined differently in [10] , but exact comparisons are still possible: their Reynolds number is based on an average velocity and is exactly two-thirds the 
Table 11
Drag coefficients C d calculated using EPSH with different boundary conditions, kernels, and particle resolutions at Re = 15. Error measurements (% in parentheses) are calculated with respect to the C d = 10.37 value obtained from the well-refined simulations of [10] .
Boundary condition dx
Second, G2 Fourth, G4 Sixth, G6 Reynolds number used here (Eqn. (17) ) and in [57] (based on the maximum inlet velocity). Similarly, the viscous drag coefficient used in [10] is exactly twice that used here. Using standard dummy particles, ESPH results show that, once again, higher order kernels offer systematic improvement in drag coefficient predictions. Note that the most resolved simulations here are still quite coarse relative to [10] , who utilise grid spacings around the cylinder of 0.01 units. Importantly (and similarly to Taylor-Couette flow), use of 6th order kernels at particle spacing dx achieves accuracies as good as 2nd order kernels with spacing dx/2. Results of equivalent accuracy can again be obtained more quickly by using higher order kernels with fewer particles. As for the Taylor-Couette flow, all errors converge approximately linearly in the presence of dummy particles. Adoption of the Adami et al. [1] boundary condition provides considerable increases in accuracy, with up to an order of magnitude decrease in error available. For G2, a second-order decrease in error is now observed with decreasing particle spacing, but the error soon becomes limited at around 0.5% for the high-order kernels. As discussed in Section 5.2, the tolerance is sufficiently small so as to suggest negligible iteration error at steady state, so it is likely that the limiting difference of 0.5-0.6% is due to the loss of exact partition of unity in the domain near the top and bottom walls. As in the Taylor-Couette flow case, a perfectly arranged set of annular segment particles span outwards from the cylinder, but these now cross horizontal planar walls at the top and bottom of the flow domain. Without adjusting near wall particle volumes appropriately, some particles will overlap the boundary and the imposition of no-slip conditions along the side walls cannot be as accurate as on the cylinder surface. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 16 which plots the horizontal velocity along the line x = 0 (through the centre of the cylinder) for the two different boundary treatments (dummy particles and Adami et al. [1] ). Clearly, the no-slip condition on the cylinder is well maintained, but it holds only approximately at the horizontal walls. Nevertheless, there are notable improvements in adherence to the no-slip condition at the side walls when using the Adami et al. [1] boundary condition, in line with the improved results presented in Table 11 .
To demonstrate that the gains in accuracy with high-order kernels remain for a range of Reynolds numbers (and even for dummy boundary particles), Fig. 17 shows the drag coefficients for β = 2 calculated for several Reynolds numbers in the steady regime. ESPH predictions are plotted for the three Gaussian kernels and compared with the highly resolved finite volume results of [57] . The ESPH results are demonstrative and of a low resolution (dx = 0.1), but, importantly, the increase in accuracy through the use of high-order kernels remains evident for all studied Reynolds numbers. Of course, as demonstrated in Table 11 , these results can be improved (if required) with increasing particle resolution and improved boundary conditions. 
Extensions to free-surface flow: periodic wave propagation and the future
While Eulerian SPH with high order kernels offers increased accuracy and efficiency, the purely Eulerian form is not generally applicable to free-surface flows; the ease of modelling being a key benefit of traditional SPH over grid based methods. As mentioned, the attractive Lagrangian features of SPH can be coupled in a straightforward and natural way from ESPH by merging the Eulerian framework with the Lagrangian as one approaches a free surface (or similar material discontinuity). This approach has the potential to allow high accuracies/reduced resolutions in the fluid bulk, while accuracy at the free surface may be recovered through adaptive refinement (where a number of recent works have shown promising results, e.g. [62] ). Here a test case is presented showing the ease with which ESPH may transition to standard Lagrangian SPH. This case only demonstrates the functionality of this new Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) ISPH formulation, with quantification of the gains in accuracy available through the use of high-order kernels and adaptive/local particle refinement requiring further detailed study. Therefore, in this first instance, the ALE-ISPH formulation is based on the accurate Lagrangian methodology of Lind et al. [38] , where a first-order projection method is used with second order corrected kernels and shifting.
Consider a fully non-linear inviscid progressive gravity wave over a periodic domain of length equal to the wavelength λ ≈ 2. The wave height is H = 0.1 and the still water depth D = 0.5, with the initial free surface profile and flow velocities determined from irrotational stream function theory [53] and highly accurate iterative solution methods [13] . Fig. 18 shows the domain and initial wave profile with contours coloured according to horizontal velocity.
Slip boundary conditions are imposed at the bed ( y = 0) and a normalised gravity body force is applied, |ĝ| = 1. The Reynolds number in Eqn. (35) is set to Re = 1000 and therefore the flow is not strictly inviscid nor irrotational, but this has little effect over the first wave period, T = 3.7. To control the merging from Eulerian to Lagrangian regions, a transition function α(x) ∈ [0, 1] is introduced into the dimensionless governing equations,
where α = 1 denotes a fully Lagrangian treatment (with α = 0 for fully Eulerian). Accordingly, ∂u ∂t | X α is the local time derivative with coordinates X α fixed in reference frame α, so Du Dt = ∂u ∂t | X 1 . These equations are solved in the usual way with SPH particles updated at the end of each time step according to
Note that stabilising Fickian shifting [38] is turned on only when particles move and α > 0. A more complete ALE formulation would also account for particle mass change [68] , but this does not appear necessary for accuracy when using incompressible SPH with shifting. The transition function α is constructed using basic knowledge of the flow geometry (a periodic wave of depth D = 0.5 and wave height H = 0.1). A smooth variation from Eulerian to Lagrangian regions is chosen in this first instance with
where the transition steepness parameter γ = 25 and D E denotes the y-position of centre of the transition region (taken to be 0.3 distance units from the bed). There are clearly a range of permissible transition functions (that may be dynamic or adaptive depending on the flow), and further study on ALE-ISPH will investigate the influence of transition functions and parameters on flow accuracy. After running the simulation for one wave period from an initially regular particle distribution, Fig. 19 shows the developed particle distribution around the transition region. Those particles towards the bottom of the figure (the Eulerian region) remain in a Cartesian-like arrangement, before smoothly evolving into a Lagrangian distribution typical of standard SPH. Furthermore, the wave profile and velocity contours at t = 1T (Fig. 20) closely resemble the initial conditions ( Fig. 18 ).
To further validate the ALE-ISPH approach, Fig. 21 shows the horizontal velocity ( Fig. 21(a) ) and non-hydrostatic pressure ( Fig. 21(b) ) vertically below the crest and the trough measured at the first wave period. Comparisons are made with semi-analytical solutions from irrotational stream function theory and the SAWW code [13] . The non-hydrostatic pressure, p * , is that pressure remaining when the dominant hydrostatic part is removed. In dimensional form it is defined as,
where η is the wave elevation at a chosen horizontal location. It is a particularly sensitive flow measure, but both p * and u remain in good agreement with irrotational stream-function theory (Fig. 21) , despite ALE-ISPH including small viscous effects. Table 12 quantifies the error observable in Fig. 21 by presenting an average relative deviation of ALE-ISPH results from the irrotational solution. For both p * and u, under either a crest or trough, the average deviation remains less than 10%.
Future developments
Since convergence and accuracy in SPH benefits from regular particle distributions the Eulerian formulation has been thoroughly investigated. High-order spatial convergence and very good levels of accuracy (or efficiency) have been demonstrated for fixed particles, while the capability of merging the Eulerian form with the attractive Lagrangian features of SPH has been shown using an inviscid free-surface flow test case. A detailed study into this new ALE-ISPH formulation will be undertaken for a range of free surface flow test cases, and will investigate the effect of the transition region and the use of high-order kernels combined with variable particle resolution. The ALE-ISPH approach demonstrated herein is likely to be of higher accuracy and more convenient than undertaking coupling of two different numerical methods (one mesh based, possibly Eulerian or semi-Lagrangian, which may have good efficiency for large domains, and the other Lagrangian SPH Table 12 The average relative deviation of ALE-ISPH predictions for p * and u from the irrotational solution. Under either the crest or trough, the relative deviation is calculated at equispaced positions separated by 0.05 distance units along the vertical before the mean is taken. with good generality but high computational cost). Such couplings are increasingly popular but are sensitive to numerical interface errors, inconsistent mathematical formulations (e.g. coupling potential and viscous flows), and are troublesome to implement for parallel processing. Even in a purely Eulerian form, the approach herein has a number of key features which may enable it to compete with more established methods for many applications in the near future. The interpolative nature of (E)SPH simply requires unordered summation over surrounding computation points; there is no consideration of ordered node labelling (local or global), node connectivity, element/cell mappings, shapes, orientations, or interface conditions. Accordingly, "mesh generation" in complex geometries has the potential to be greatly simplified, requiring only a suitable distribution of unconnected particles. Secondly, the simplicity of SPH (mathematically and in programming) greatly eases parallel implementations and extension to 3D, as the discrete governing equations are essentially a series of summations, with the fixed particles easily partitioned across parallel processes. Solid boundary conditions remain an issue, and can restrict ideal convergence (as they do for standard 2nd order SPH). Nevertheless, even for the basic (and easily implementable) dummy particle boundary conditions, there are order of magnitude gains in accuracy available when using high order kernels and fixed particles. There may be options available to recover higher order convergence with boundaries in practical situations in the near future: the unified semi-analytical boundary conditions [37] have performed well in standard ISPH and demonstrated near-ideal smoothing convergence at 2nd order. The compatibility of these boundary conditions with high-order ESPH remains to be investigated.
Conclusions
This paper has investigated a new Eulerian Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics formulation to high order. By adopting an Eulerian framework, particle distributions remain uniform and high accuracies and/or computational savings are available, as demonstrated for a range of transient and steady internal viscous flows. Over periodic domains, high accuracies and ideal high order spatial convergence can be achieved in both the velocity and pressure, rivalling high-order finite-difference and approaching spectral methods at similar resolutions. Gaussian-based kernels are the most appropriate (due to their rapid convergence in the discretisation error) and two new higher order versions (fourth and sixth order in h) are derived in two dimensions. The attractive Lagrangian features of SPH can be recovered straightforwardly near material interfaces, and an inviscid free-surface flow test case is used to demonstrate the viability of a new Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) ISPH approach. The potential of ALE-ISPH is discussed and future developments are outlined. Even in a purely Eulerian form, incompressible SPH has a number of beneficial features, including ease of implementation and extension to 3D, and amenability to parallel processing.
